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Scents are for whoever it is who falls in love with them (as the great

Roja Dove once advised me ~ “never buy anything that you merely

quite like ~ you should fall head over heels with a scent before you

buy it”) and the adjectives ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ are these days

strictly de trop.

Though in recent times it was the French and the American eaux,

which seemed to dominate the perfumery departments of the world,

it wasn’t always so. In the 18th and 19th centuries, London played a

central role in European perfumery with the olfactory creations of

Yardley, Cussons, Pears, Floris, Atkins and particularly Grossmith

being known around the sophisticated world. And though in France

the early 20th century saw an unprecedented blossoming of what

James Craven, perfume archivist at Les Senteurs describes as a

“bursting out of chemical and perfumery genius” coming 

from the great houses of Coty, Patou, Poiret, the Guerlains and 

Ernest Daltroff at Caron, today he sees London as the epicentre of

fragrance innovation. 

This hasn’t happened overnight. We have watched the growth

of the wonderful Jo Malone,  who brought the notion of new

ingredients (grapefruit in a scent, anyone?), of layering, of

mixing until she became a worldwide phenomenon, so sought-

after that the Lauders had the good sense to buy the label. 

Then there’s Lyn Harris with her elegant line of Miller Harris

perfumes, and Linda Pilkington, the woman behind Ormonde

Jayne’s complex, lush creations, which has a fanbase around

the world. Clive Christian, too, who bought the old Crown

Perfumery Company and then created truly rich and

sensuous perfumes of the sort that he himself loved and

which happily turned out to be loved by a great many

other people too.  

When it comes to style, the French might be famous for a certain

classic elegance, the Italians for glamour and the Americans for

clean, cool modernity. The Brits however, are most famous for

their subversive sense of irony and their robustly independent

attitude. They have an ingrained bias against doing things the

conventional way, and when it comes to perfumes, they remain

true to form. British perfumers put ingredients together in totally

unexpected ways and rules are there to be broken. They approach

the matter with wit, exuberance and a refreshing je m’en fous air

that is beginning to make waves around the globe. And ~ like all

the best contemporary ‘noses’ ~ they no longer see the world of scent

in terms of gender. 

For those who truly love fine perfume,
Lucia van der Post thinks a new wave 
of rule-breaking British perfumers is
definitely worth watching   
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But now there’s a new batch of British names worth watching. 

There’s Sarah McCartney of 4160 Tuesdays with her wit, exuberance and

general air of subversive irony. Her What I Did On My Holidays and Sunshine

and Pancakes are wonderfully tongue-in-cheek homages to typically British

summer holidays. Then there’s Liz Moores, a completely untrained nose

who recently launched four sublime perfumes under the name of Papillon,

all of which have been hailed for their richness, inventiveness and flair. Ruth

Mastenbrœk took a degree in chemistry at Oxford and worked in the

fragrance industry for many years before starting her own little company

in 2010. All three of these women have been inspired to try and capture 

a sense of Britishness ~ Mastenbrœk recently brought out Oxford, an

olfactory ode to that beautiful city of mellow stone and ancient quads. 

Sarah McCartney has been inspired by quintessentially British plants such

as lavender, geranium and violets, whilst Moores’ best-loved perfume,

Tobacco Rose, is based around that other quintessential English flower ~

the rose, that badge of our Royal House, which is incorporated into our

heraldic heritage. 

Union Fragrance turns to such neglected but essentially British plants as

bog myrtle and blue ground ivy, water mint and watercress, for its fine

perfume collection. Other ingredients including quince and thistles,

Scottish pine, peat and birch, as well as true English bluebells are used to

create this uniquely British line. Anastasia Brozler is the ‘nose’ and for

these fragrances she scoured the moorlands of Yorkshire, the mountains

of Snowdonia, the damp fens of County Derry and the windswept

heathlands of Scotland to garner these plants herself. 

Meanwhile, those in the know say that Laboratory Perfumes, the brainchild

of Christopher Perry, is another new arrival to watch. Instead of evoking the

Britain of country cottage and babbling brook, Perry is inspired by vast heaths

and expansive coastlines, which is reflected in his minimalist packaging. 
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Inspired by
quintessentially
British plants


